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Introduction
The efficient detection of higher order correlations in mas-
sively parallel data is of great importance and represents a
significant challenge. To overcome the combinatorial
explosion of different spike patterns taking place as the
number of neurons increase, a method based on popula-
tion measures would prove very useful. Following previ-
ous work in this direction [1,2], we examine the
distribution of spike counts across neurons per bin (com-
plexity distribution) to extract the size of correlated
groups of neurons and their temporal precision.
Results
To begin, we provide general analytical approximations to
the complexity distribution for a known generation proc-
ess [3] which we extend to allow for multiple correlated
groups of neurons. Synchronous events spanning the
groups are generated at spike times of a Bernoulli mother
process proper to each group. Both the probability (p) and
the precision (jitter j) with which the spikes are copied
over from the mother process can be modulated. The syn-
chronous events are then superimposed onto background
single neuron Bernoulli processes of time resolution h = 1
ms. Lastly, the parallel spike trains are binned on a larger
time resolution w and the spike counts summed across the
neurons. For this generation process we obtain a relatively
simple analytical prediction for the complexity distribu-
tion in the case that the synchronous groups are non-over-
lapping, for arbitrary firing rates, jitter and bin width. The
validity of our analytical predictions was verified through
simulations, exploring different bin width and jitter con-
figurations. An example is given in figure 1(a), where two
disjoint synchronous groups of 5 and 15 neurons are
active within a total population of 30 neurons (j = ± 3 ms
and w = 10 ms). The blue markers indicate the simulation
results, the red line the predicted distribution and the
green dotted line the expected distribution assuming
independence of the neurons. Taking the difference
between the predicted and the expected distributions
yields a bimodal function (cyan curve in (a)). By follow-
ing the position of the second maximum, reflecting the
presence of higher complexity components caused by syn-
chrony, through different bin widths, we were able to cor-
rectly infer the size of a single synchronous group present
in the data, along with its jitter. This is done by locating
the change in slope of the position of the second maxi-
mum, as shown in figure 1(b), where a synchronous
group of 30 neurons out of 50 is active (j = ± 3 ms). The
change in slope is located at the green circle, whose center
coordinates are 7 ms (2|j|+1) along the vertical axis and
30 along the complexity axis, providing a correct estimate
of the actual parameters used.
Conclusion
The results presented in this work point to a rapid method
for estimating the presence or not, and even the order as
well as the temporal precision of a single synchronous
group contained in a large population of neurons without
going through pattern analysis.
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